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Abstract

The cells of most mammalian organs are connected by groups of cell-to-cell channels called gap 

junctions. Gap junction channels are made from the connexin (Cx) family of proteins. There are at 

least 20 isoforms of connexins, and most tissues express more than 1 isoform. The lens is no 

exception, as it expresses three isoforms: Cx43, Cx46, and Cx50. A common role for all gap 

junctions, regardless of their Cx composition, is to provide a conduit for ion flow between cells, 

thus creating a syncytial tissue with regard to intracellular voltage and ion concentrations. Given 

this rather simple role of gap junctions, a persistent question has been: Why are there so many Cx 

isoforms and why do tissues express more than one isoform? Recent studies of lens Cx knockout 

(KO) and knock in (KI) lenses have begun to answer these questions. To understand these roles, 

one must first understand the physiological requirements of the lens. We therefore first review the 

development and structure of the lens, its numerous transport systems, how these systems are 

integrated to generate the lens circulation, the roles of the circulation in lens homeostasis, and 

finally the roles of lens connexins in growth, development, and the lens circulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Gap Junctions

Gap junctional communication is required for physiological processes such as cell 

synchronization, differentiation, growth, and metabolic coordination (143, 217). Gap 

junctions facilitate these processes by providing a pathway for the intercellular exchange of 

ions (Na+, K+, Ca2+, Cl−), second messengers [cAMP, cGMP, inositol trisphosphate (IP3)], 

and small metabolites (glucose, amino acids), allowing both electrical and biochemical 

coupling between cells (74, 89). Gap junctions are highly specialized clusters of intercellular 

channels that form where the membranes of two neighboring cells are closely apposed (28), 

leaving a 2-nm gap, for which gap junctions were originally named (170). In chordates, the 

connexin family of genes (abbreviated Cx) encodes the vast majority of the gap junction 

proteins (217, 218). Recently, another group of putative gap junction proteins called 

pannexins (abbreviated Panx) have been identified and have been shown to be expressed in 

various vertebrate tissues including the lens (12, 56, 153). Although one pannexin protein 

(Panx1) has been shown to form gap junction channels in vitro (27), it has been suggested 

that their major physiological role in vivo may be the formation of nonjunctional membrane 
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channels associated with ATP and Ca2+ signaling (43, 93, 159,160, 179,198, 205). To date, 

only the connexins have been unambiguously identified as bona fide gap junction proteins in 

the lens, and we will limit our discussion here to connexin-mediated junctional 

communication.

Connexins have four transmembrane domains forming the channel wall/pore. These 

domains are connected by two extracellular loops that regulate cell-cell recognition and 

docking processes and extend the wall/pore across the extracellular gap. Connexin proteins 

also have cytoplasmic NH2 and COOH termini and a cytoplasmic loop linking the second 

and third transmembrane domains (230). The transmembrane domains, NH2 terminus, and 

extracellular loops are highly conserved among different connexin proteins, while the 

sequence and length of both the cytoplasmic loop and COOH terminus are highly variable 

(213). The cytoplasmic tail and loop are accessible to posttranslational modifications that are 

believed to play regulatory roles (41). All of the lens connexins are phosphoproteins (99, 

148, 203), and phosphorylation is thought to be important for the regulation of assembly and 

modulation of the physiological properties of the channels (102, 108).

Six connexin proteins oligomerize to form hemichannels (also called connexons) which then 

are transported to the plasma membrane. Hemichannnels from two adjacent cells align with 

each other in the extracellular space to complete the formation of a cell-to-cell channel (89). 

Hemichannels can be formed either from a single type of connexin, or from more than one 

type, leading to the creation of either homomeric or heteromeric hemichannels, respectively 

(Fig. 1). Additional complexity is possible during the formation of the gap junctional 

channels. Adjacent cells can contribute different types of hemichannels, forming homotypic 

(association of two identical homomeric hemichannels), heterotypic (combination of two 

homomeric hemichannels each of different connexin origin), or heteromeric channels 

(consisting of 2 distinct heteromeric hemichannels). The formation of these structures 

depends on the compatibility of connexins forming the channels, and not all connexins can 

interact with each other. For example, Cx43 was shown to form heterotypic channels with 

Cx50 but not with Cx46, a process of selective compatibility that is regulated by the 

sequences of the extracellular loops (214). These complex interactions increase the 

structural and functional diversity of junctional communication, allowing a vast array of 

possibilities in the properties of coupling between cells.

B. Connexins and the Lens

Three connexin isoforms are expressed in distinct spatial and temporal patterns in the 

mammalian lens (72, 211). Cx43 is expressed at low levels in the lens epithelium (23), but 

not fibers, while Cx46 is absent from the epithelial cells but becomes highly expressed 

during fiber cell differentiation (80, 158). In contrast to the segregated expression of Cx43 

and Cx46, Cx50 is present in all cells of the lens, first being synthesized in the epithelium 

and persisting at high levels into the differentiating fibers (44, 172, 212, 215). Each of these 

three connexins has unique gating and permeation properties (91, 184, 188, 197, 214), 

suggesting that the developmentally regulated change in the repertoire of connexin subunits 

is critical for fulfilling the normal physiological role of connexin-mediated communication 

in the lens.
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By using more than one connexin protein to form intercellular channels, the lens can 

generate functional diversity in the junctional communication between cells. This diversity 

arises from both the intrinsic differences in functional properties of the three connexins and 

their ability to selectively form mixed channels containing more than one subunit. In vivo, 

clear evidence for the ability of Cx46 and Cx50 to coassemble into heteromeric connexons 

and intercellular channels has been obtained (98, 105), but the percentage of the total 

number of gap junction channels that are mixtures of these two proteins in the lens is not 

known. To date, heteromeric channels containing Cx43 with either Cx46 or Cx50 have not 

been isolated from native lenses by copurification/coimmunoprecipitation studies as has 

been documented for Cx46 and Cx50 (98, 105).

Distinct gating properties of the lens connexins have also been well documented in vitro. 

Homotypic channels composed of Cx43, Cx46, or Cx50 were differentially regulated by 

transjunctional voltage, with Cx43 being the least sensitive and Cx50 exhibiting the greatest 

sensitivity (59, 190, 214). Regulation by cytoplasmic acidification showed a similar 

relationship, with pKa values of 6.6, 7.0, and 7.3 for Cx43, Cx46, and Cx50, respectively 

(64, 120, 188). The unitary conductances of single channels were also very different: Cx43 

had the smallest at 60–90 pS (63, 146), Cx46 was intermediate at 140 pS (91), and Cx50 had 

the largest at 220 pS (184) (all measured in CsCl). Heterotypic and heteromeric channels 

formed from Cx46 and Cx50 displayed a range of unitary conductance that never exceeded 

the homotypic Cx50 value of 220 pS (91). For all biophysical parameters that have been 

measured to date, Cx46 channels have had an intermediate value between the intrinsic 

properties of Cx43 and Cx50.

II. EARLY LENS DEVELOPMENT

After invagination of the lens placode from the surface ectoderm, the lens first forms as a 

hollow ball of epithelial cells (Fig. 2, Ref. 65). The posterior epithelial cells then elongate 

toward the anterior surface, forming the primary fiber cells and producing a cellular sphere. 

The anterior epithelial cells then proliferate, migrate to the equator, and elongate until they 

stretch from the anterior to posterior sutures, forming the secondary fibers (138, 140). Fiber 

cell differentiation is associated with changes in protein synthesis, including the dramatic 

upregulation of a family of cytoplasmic proteins, the crystallins (51, 161). Cx43 is expressed 

at the lens placode stage (228). Cx46 and Cx50 are first synthesized at the lens vesicle stage 

at the time of primary fiber elongation (62, 100, 172). As differentiated fibers transform into 

the mature fibers found deeper in the core of the lens, they undergo further changes. These 

include the proteolytic cleavage of the COOH termini of many intrinsic membrane proteins 

including the connexins (104, 118). COOH-terminal cleavage coincides with gap junctional 

plaque reorganization, changes in the pH gating of the channels, and the stabilization of 

transmembrane proteins (84, 96, 134, 235), yet the precise mechanism of how endogenous 

truncation produces these changes remains illusive (47). In mice, the first lens fiber cells 

enter the final stages of differentiation on embryonic day 12 (15). The processes of epithelial 

proliferation and fiber differentiation continue throughout life, although at a progressively 

slower rate in older animals.
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III. THE MATURE LENS

The mature lens is an avascular, multicellular, transparent organ, whose cells are well 

coupled by an extensive network of gap junctions. All cells of the lens are living entities that 

maintain a resting voltage, high internal K+, low internal Na+, and very low internal Ca2+. 

Metabolism is anaerobic and rather low in the central cells, but nonetheless essential. To 

deliver nutrients and antioxidants to the central cells, the avascular lens has developed its 

own microcirculatory system (reviewed in Ref. 130). The distribution of membrane 

transporters reviewed below is primarily dictated by the lens circulation.

It has been useful to think of transport as occurring either at the surface or throughout the 

volume of the lens. At the surface of the lens, solutes can move into and out of the organ 

either across membranes of surface located cells, or through the extracellular spaces between 

surface cells. The volume of the lens comprises intracellular and extracellular compartments, 

which are linked by transport across the plasma membranes of the fiber cells. While there is 

a large disparity in the volumes of these two compartments, with the extracellular volume 

being about 1/100th of the intracellular volume (see Fig. 3B), the extracellular compartment 

is nevertheless extremely important for homeostasis of the organ: the extracellular spaces 

carry nutrients and antioxidants into the lens to the fiber cells at its core (130). The 

intracellular compartment forms a syncytium owing to an extensive network of gap 

junctions interconnecting the fiber cells.

As shown in Figure 3A, the intracellular compartment of the lens can be separated into three 

functionally distinct radial domains: the epithelium (E), which caps the anterior hemisphere; 

the differentiating fibers (DF), which extend from the surface to ~ 15% of the distance into a 

lens; and the mature fibers (MF), which fill the core. There are differences in membrane 

transport between domains, and within the E and DF there are variations in transport with 

location around the lens.

A. The Epithelium

The anterior surface of the lens is capped with a single layer of epithelial cells (see Fig. 3A), 

whose apical membranes face the fiber cells and basolateral membranes contact the aqueous 

humor. Lens epithelial cells have differences in shape (232) and mitotic activity (reviewed 

in Ref. 83) from anterior pole to equator. The shape variations are simulated in Figure 3A 

Cells at the anterior surface are relatively flat so they present ~3 cm2 of epithelial cell 

membrane area for every 1 cm2 of lens surface (67). In the mature lens, these cells are in the 

G0 phase and do not divide; hence, some of them are as old as the primary fiber cells, which 

are as old as the organism. About halfway between the anterior pole and equator, the cells 

are more or less cubic. This is the germinative zone where mitosis occurs in the mature lens. 

At the equator, the cells are greatly elongated, so they present ~36 cm2 of epithelial cell 

membrane for every 1 cm2 of lens surface (67). These cells have low mitotic activity and are 

beginning to express genes characteristic of DF. These elongated epithelial cells are 

eventually internalized to become new DF.

1. Epithelial Na+-K+-ATPase—Na+-K+ pumps are found in the membranes of almost all 

mammalian cells, where they have a number of common properties. Each Na+-K+ pump 
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uses the energy stored in one ATP to translocate three Na+ out of and two K+ into a cell, 

thus generating a net outward current. The Na+-K+ pump is composed of γ- and β-subunits, 

and sometimes a γ-subunit called phospholemman (70), with the ATPase activity and ion 

transport being carried out by the α-subunit. Three isoforms of the α-subunit are widely 

expressed in mammals: the α1-, α2-, and α3-isoforms (189). All three isoforms are 

specifically inhibited by ouabain, but in most species, the affinity of the α1-isoform for 

ouabain is ~100-fold lower than that of the α2- or α3-isoform. Functional Na+-K+ pumps in 

the lens are expressed primarily in the epithelium, with lens fiber cells being one of the few 

cell types not to have Na+-K+-ATPase activity (reviewed in Ref. 46).

In lenses from different species, Na+-K+ pump current density has been consistently found 

to be highest at the equatorial surface of the lens. In the frog lens, cells isolated from the 

anterior epithelium had a relatively low Na+-K+ pump current density (67). The low current 

density in the anterior cell membranes in connection with the flattened cell geometry 

implied the Na+-K+ pump current per unit area of lens surface at the anterior pole should be 

quite low. Indeed, when the ouabain-sensitive (Na+-K+ pump) current was measured in an 

Ussing chamber that isolated different surface areas around the rabbit lens, Na+-K+ pump 

current was not detectable at the anterior pole (32). In contrast, membranes of isolated 

equatorial cells from the frog lens had the highest Na+-K+ pump current density (67), and 

the Na+-K+ pump current measured at the equator of the rabbit lens was quite high, being 

~10 µA/cm2 of lens surface (32). Tamiya et al. (191) found the same pattern of Na+-K+ 

pump current per area of lens surface around the porcine lens.

While the distribution of Na+-K+ pump activity appears to be consistent in lenses from 

different species, the protein composition of these pumps is not (45, 67, 69, 191; reviewed in 

Ref. 44). The first evidence the lens expresses more than one isoform came from the rabbit 

lens, where ouabain inhibition of the pump current occurred with two affinities, which 

differed by ~100-fold (157). Using isoform-specific antibodies, Garner and Horowitz (69) 

reported bovine equatorial epithelial cells predominantly express the α1-isoform, whereas 

anterior epithelial cells predominantly express the α3-isoform. On the basis of RNase 

protection assays, Gao et al. (67) reported frog lens equatorial epithelial cells express the α1-

isoform, similar to bovine, but anterior epithelial cells express the α2-isoform instead of α3 

as expressed in bovine. In porcine lenses, Tamiya et al. (191) found all epithelial cells 

express the α1-isoform. In rat lens epithelium, Mosely et al. (147) found mRNA for all three 

isoforms.

Why does the Na+-K+ pump current density have the same distribution in lenses from 

different species whereas the isoform composition is species specific? The concentration of 

Na+-K+ pump current at the lens equator is critical for the lens circulation, which appears to 

be ubiquitous. The factors driving the isoform composition of the Na+-K+ pumps are not as 

clear. In the heart (reviewed in Ref. 129), different isoforms of the Na+-K+ pumps have 

different regulatory pathways, and that may be the case in the lens as well. There are a 

number of reports on regulation of ion transport in the lens through muscarinic acetylcholine 

receptors (reviewed in Ref. 54), α-adrenergic receptors (38), and β-adrenergic receptors (3, 

95). However, these reports have not specifically linked the above-mentioned receptors with 
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the Na+-K+ pumps. Moreover, the source of regulatory inputs to the lens, their coupling to 

specific transport proteins, and the physiological role of regulation are not known.

2. Epithelial ion channels—The ion selectivity of lens epithelial cells is predominately 

for K+, as is the case for almost all cells. There are no reports suggesting anterior to equator 

variations in the expression of epithelial K+ channels; however; the anatomical variation 

from flat cells at the anterior pole to elongated cells at the equator, and the expression of K+ 

channels in new equatorial fibers (208), imply the K+ efflux per unit area of lens surface will 

be highest at the equator, where K+ influx via Na+-K+ pumps is also highest. Extensive 

patch-clamp studies conducted mostly in the laboratory of Dr. James Rae (reviewed in Refs. 

130, 131) have identified the molecular basis of lens epithelial K+ channels from a variety of 

different species. Any particular species generally expresses more than one type of K+ 

channel, and these types vary from species to species, similar to the isoform story for the 

Na+-K+ pumps. This diversity of K+-channel expression may relate to species differences in 

regulatory pathways (3, 33); however, it may also relate to the size of the lens (130).

The lens epithelium does not express the common epithelial Na+ channel ENaC, so the small 

leak of Na+ into lens epithelial cells is probably through nonselective cation channels or 

perhaps through Cx50 hemi-channels (57). Although hemi-channels would rarely be open in 

normal external Ca2+, the cation conductance of lens epithelial cell membranes increases 

dramatically when [Ca2+]o is dropped to near zero (166), so there may be Cx50 hemi-

channels present. If so, they could be the source of a small, nonselective leak conductance in 

normal [Ca2+]o. The epithelium also has a small Cl− conductance due to expression of the 

Cl− channels ClC-2 and -3 (178) as well as other, as yet unidentified, Cl−channels (209).

3. Epithelial gap junctions—All lens epithelial cells are well coupled to each other 

through gap junctions; however, the coupling of the epithelium to underlying fiber cells 

varies from anterior pole to equator. We define “coupling conductance” as the measured 

conductance between cell layers. The lowest coupling conductance occurs at the anterior 

pole, where only ~ 1 epithelial cell in 10 forms gap junctions with an underlying fiber cell 

(165). In contrast, at the equator, the coupling conductance is very high, as judged by 

electrical impedance studies of intact lenses (9). Gap junctions mediating E to DF coupling 

depend on three types of connexins. The epithelial cells express Cx43 and Cx50. The DF 

express Cx46 and Cx50 but not Cx43, so E to DF coupling could be through either 

homotypic Cx50 channels or heterotypic/heteromeric channels. Exogenous expression of 

various combinations of Cx43, Cx50, and Cx46 has shown that Cx46 will form heterotypic 

channels with either Cx43 or Cx50, but Cx50 will not form heterotypic channels with Cx43 

(214). However, the fact that heterotypic channels form in expression systems does not 

necessarily mean they do so in the lens, where channel assembly may be regulated in ways 

not present in expression systems. The protein composition of gap junctions mediating E to 

DF coupling is therefore an open question.

The pattern of expression and identity of the three isoforms, Cx43, Cx46, and Cx50 

(encoded by the Gja1, Gja3, and Gja8 genes, respectively), is the same in all mammalian 

lenses studied to date. Thus lens connexins lack the species variability in isoform expression 

seen for Na+-K+ pumps and K+ channels. Recent studies of lenses from Cx46 and Cx50 
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KO/KI mice (reviewed later) have begun to specify roles for each isoform in lens 

development, differentiation, and physiology, and these roles may be consistent between 

species. Knockout of Cx43 has not provided as much information.

Cx43 is the most widely expressed connexin, and it is found during early development of 

most tissues. This pattern is seen during development of the lens (100). Knockout of Cx43 is 

lethal shortly after birth owing to its important roles in the heart (167). Nevertheless, Gao 

and Spray (68) were able to study lenses of Cx43 KO pups at birth. The lenses developed 

normally, but when examined carefully, separations between epithelial cells and between 

epithelial cells and underlying fiber cells were seen, and there were vacuoles in the mass of 

fiber cells. The separations could imply a role for Cx43 in epithelial fiber communication, 

but the pups were very sick, literally on the verge of death, so the possibility of indirect 

effects is a problem. In particular, Cx43-deficient mice do not generate a normal aqueous 

humor (30), and this would likely affect the lens.

4. Epithelial water channels—The passive diffusion of water across cell membranes is 

facilitated by the aquaporin (AQP) family of integral membrane proteins. A functional water 

channel is formed by the oligomerization of four AQPs in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), 

then the tetramer is inserted into the plasma membrane. In a functional tetramer, each 

subunit has its own pore that is permeable to water and some neutral solutes, but not to ions. 

The first such channel (AQP1) was discovered in a red blood cell membrane (164). Of the 

various aquaporin isoforms, only AQP1 has been identified in the lens epithelium (87, 155, 

194, 195). It is expressed in all epithelial cells, but immunostaining at the equator is most 

intense (195). The intense immunostaining of the equatorial epithelial cell membranes along 

with the elongated geometry of these cells suggests the water permeability per unit area of 

lens surface will be highest at the equator, although more direct measurements have not been 

made.

AQP1 is the most widely expressed aquaporin. It has a relatively high water permeability 

(34), essentially zero permeability to ions including H+, is insensitive to calcium or pH 

(195), but may be physiologically regulated through phosphorylation (237). Despite the 

widespread expression of AQP1, its knockout had surprisingly few effects on the physiology 

of organs in which it is expressed (reviewed in Ref. 202), at least in normal circumstances 

where the organ was not stressed. The same is true for the lens (173). Knockout of AQP1 

reduced epithelial cell membrane water permeability by about threefold, yet no effects were 

noted in lenses under normal physiological conditions. However, when lenses were stressed 

with a high glucose environment, all the AQP1−/− lenses developed cataracts whereas no 

wild-type (WT) lenses developed cataracts.

5. Other epithelial transporters—The lens epithelium expresses the full compliment of 

membrane transporters found in most cells. Volume regulatory transporters are reviewed in 

Mathias et al. (130); they include the K+-Cl− cotransporter (36, 109), the Na+-K+-2Cl− 

cotransporter (4, 109), and stretch-activated cation channels (40, 166). Glucose uptake by 

the epithelium is through the facilitated glucose transporter GLUT1 (141). The epithelial 

Na+-Ca2+ exchanger and Ca2+-ATPase are the primary transporters of intracellular calcium 

for the entire lens (25, 150, 156, 192). The Na+-H+ exchanger (5, 14, 219, 221, 229) and 
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 exchanger (14, 219) are the primary regulators of intracellular pH for the 

entire lens. The H+-ATPase is also probably present, but we could find no references that 

had studied it.

B. The Differentiating Fibers

The E to DF transition occurs at the equator of the lens (see Fig. 3A), as the elongated 

epithelial cells become internalized (232). This signals an abrupt change in expression of 

membrane and cytoplasmic proteins. All fiber cells are distinguished from epithelial cells by 

markers such as expression of crystallins, AQP0 (initially identified as the lens major 

intrinsic protein, MIP) and Cx46, and loss of expression of AQP1 and Cx43. The DF are 

distinguished from the core MF by the presence of or- ganelles (reviewed in Ref. 16) as well 

as lack of protein cleavage that occurs at the DF to MF transition.

The newly formed DF are 50–100 µm in length, but they elongate enormously as they are 

internalized, and when they reach the sutures (reviewed in Ref. 107), where all fiber cells tie 

together, they have attained a length that is half the circumference of the lens. When 

apposing fiber cells meet at the suture, elongation ceases. New shells of DF are layered on 

top of existing shells until a shell is internalized to ~15% of the lens radius, where the DF to 

MF transition occurs. This progression occurs in lenses from all species, even though the 

lens radius varies from ~0.1 cm in the mouse to 1.0 cm in the cow. Thus the number of 

shells of DF, the length of the cells, and the time for elongation will all vary by an order of 

magnitude between the mouse and cow. The signals for the various steps in this elegant 

progression are not known, but this complex process is being intensely studied (reviewed in 

Ref. 122).

The aqueous and vitreous humors are secreted fluids that are maintained in a low oxygen 

state. Indeed, their partial pressure of O2 is generally below 5%, but varies with location and 

drops to ~1% at the lens surface (183) compared with 20% in the atmosphere. The 

mitochondria present in DF are an important source of O2 buffering for the lens, consuming 

an estimated ~88% of the O2 entering the lens (139). Thus there is a steep O2 gradient 

within the DF. When the bovine lens was bathed in biological saline containing 5% O2, the 

partial pressure of O2 in DF went from 5% at the surface to < 1% at the DF to MF transition 

(139). This mitochondrial consumption of O2 is thought to provide protection against 

oxidative damage to proteins in the lens core.

1. Ion channels—Fiber cell membranes have a very low conductance per unit area, owing 

to a lack of K+ channels (reviewed in Ref. 131). The original studies on fiber cell membrane 

ion selectivity were rather indirect: Mathias et al. (132) used whole lens impedance studies 

to estimate the effect of ion substitutions on membrane conductance in the frog lens. They 

concluded fiber cells had little or no K+ permeability, which dominates the membrane 

conductance of most cells including lens epithelial cells, and that fiber cell membranes were 

about equally permeable to Na+ and Cl~. Patch-clamp studies of isolated membrane patches 

never found any channels, owing to their scarcity. More direct evidence required a viable 

isolated fiber cell preparation, which was difficult to obtain (24, 61, 186, 206). The problem 

was twofold: 1) fiber cells are not self-sustaining and require gap junction coupling with 
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transporters located in the lens epithelium for homeostasis, and 2) the isolation procedure 

produced a Ca2+ leak that caused disintegrative vesiculation of the cells. Recently, Webb 

and Donaldson (208) developed an isolation procedure that allowed fiber cells to remain 

stable long enough for whole cell patch-clamp analysis. The critical innovation was to treat 

the cells with Gd3+, a blocker of cation channels that were apparently activated by the 

isolation procedure and mediated the Ca2+ leak. They were able to verify fiber cells do 

indeed lack K+ channels, but their loss was not as abrupt as assumed by Mathias et al. (132). 

The fibers they isolated varied in length from ~50 to 600 µm, and their K+ conductance 

dropped to near zero only in cells longer than 300 µm. The DF of young rat lenses vary in 

length from ~50 to 5,000 µm, so the majority lack K+ channels. Fibers longer than 300 µm 

generally had a small Cl− conductance and a nonselective cation conductance, consistent 

with the early ion substitution results.

2. Gap junctions—Gap junction coupling within the DF is via channels formed from 

Cx46 and Cx50. The coupling conductance is the highest reported for any tissue, but it 

varies from the equator, where it is maximal, to either pole where it is minimal (9; reviewed 

in Ref. 130). The average coupling conductance in the radial dimension, measured at 45° 

from the equator, in mouse or rat lenses, is ~1 S/cm2 of cell-to-cell contact (9). At the poles, 

the conductance could approach zero, which would imply that at the equator it can be as 

high as ~2 S/cm2, assuming a regular sinusoidal-like variation with an average of 1 S/cm2 

(130).

The coupling conductance between cells of the DF appears to be regulated. When 

intracellular pH is decreased, the channels rapidly and reversibly gate closed (134). 

Although pH regulation is not physiologically relevant, it demonstrates DF channels have 

the capacity to gate open and closed. Of more physiological relevance, the coupling 

conductance is significantly increased by fibroblast growth factor (FGF), and FGF is present 

in the vitreous humor (110). More recently, it has been shown that FGF requires bone 

morphogenic protein (BMP) signaling to induce an increase in coupling conductance, that 

expression of BMP receptors is high in the equatorial DF of the lens, and that BMP is 

released by the lens through an autocrine system (26). These observations led the authors to 

suggest the relatively high coupling conductance between equatorial DF is regulated by 

BMP and FGF. Immunostaining of DF lens connexins is relatively uniform around the lens 

(21, 44, 84), so BMP/FGF upregulation of coupling conductance at the equator is likely 

through opening existing cell-to-cell channels that are otherwise gated closed.

3. Water channels—At the E to DF transition, expression of AQP1 is lost and expression 

of AQP0 is turned on (reviewed in Ref. 37). Immunostaining shows this to be an abrupt 

transition (195), but there are probably a few newly differentiated fiber cells that express 

both aquaporins. AQP0 has a lower water permeability than AQP1 (34); however, it is more 

highly expressed, constituting ~50% of total DF membrane protein. Based on comparing 

WT and AQP0 KO lenses, the water permeability of fiber cell membranes was increased at 

least fivefold due to the presence of AQP0 (181). AQP0 KO lenses had a severe cataract, 

with reduced size and widespread disruption of fiber cell structure (2, 181). Indeed, the 

lenses appeared to have had just an outer shell of fiber cells that are intact. The abrupt 
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transition from AQP1 to AQP0 and the severe consequences of knocking out AQP0 suggest 

AQP0 has a unique role in fiber cells, a role that cannot be fulfilled by AQP1 (reviewed in 

Ref. 130).

4. Other transporters—Volume regulatory transporters are reviewed in Mathias et al. 

(130): they include the K+-Cl− cotransporter (36) and the Na+-K+-2Cl− cotransporter (4). 

Glucose uptake in either the E or DF is through the GLUT family of facilitated glucose 

transporters. At the E to DF transition, expression of GLUT1 is lost and GLUT3 is 

synthesized and inserted into the plasma membranes of DF (141, 142). The sodium-

dependent glucose transporter SGLT2 is also synthesized in the DF, but it is packaged into 

the membranes of intracellular vesicles for later insertion into the plasma membranes of MF 

(130). The amino acids cysteine, glycine, and glutamate are used to synthesize glutathione, 

which protects the lens against oxidative damage. Transporters of these amino acids by DF 

are reviewed in Mathias et al. (130). The transporter Xc− (114), which exchanges 

extracellular cystine for intracellular glutamate, is expressed in connection with EAAT4 and 

EAAT5 (114), which are sodium-dependent glutamate transporters that maintain sufficient 

internal glutamate to drive cysteine uptake by Xc−. The DF also express GLYT1 (116), 

which mediates sodium-dependent glycine uptake. Amino acid uptake by MF involves 

several new transporters (described below), and these are expressed in the DF but 

maintained in a pool of cytoplasmic vesicles for later insertion into the plasma membrane.

C. The Mature Fibers

The transition from DF to MF is not visible in a microscope, but it marks profound changes 

in fiber cell properties. These changes include loss of all organelles (17), cleavage of the 

COOH termini of the fiber cell gap junction proteins Cx46 and Cx50 (96, 103), insertion of 

Lim2 (MP20) into the plasma membrane (82), degradation of certain membrane transport 

proteins and insertion of others into the plasma membrane (reviewed in Ref. 130), and 

probably many other more subtle changes. These changes occur abruptly in just a few cell 

layers located ~ 15% of the distance into a lens (96).

As described in the section on DF, most of the O2 entering the lens is consumed by 

mitochondria; however, the time constant for O2 consumption is actually about the same in 

the MF and DF (139), even though the MF lack mitochondria. When mitochondrial 

respiration was blocked, the DF essentially stopped consuming O2, but MF consumption 

still caused a steep gradient between the surface and center of the lens. The authors tested 

for activity of several nonmitochondrial O2 consumers and were able to rule out all those 

tested except ascorbate, which was almost impossible to deplete significantly in the lens 

core. They were left with the default speculation that ascorbate, which is known to be 

present in significant concentrations in the core, was the best candidate for MF O2 

consumption.

1. Ion channels—The ion selectivity of the MF appears to be the same as that of the DF: 

there is little or no K+ conductance; there is a small Na+ conductance, which may be due to 

nonselective cation channels (166), and a small Cl− conductance (132). There is no 
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information on the molecular basis of the channels and no means to isolate the MF, so the 

data are from impedance studies of intact lenses.

2. Gap junctions—Gap junction coupling conductance of the MF appears to be fairly 

uniform, as apposed to that of the DF which varies dramatically from poles to equator (9, 

133). The value of coupling conductance in the MF is ~0.5 S/cm2 or about half the average 

value in the DF. At the DF to MF transition, the COOH terminus of Cx46 and Cx50 is 

cleaved through activation of calpain, a calcium-dependent protease (118). This is the only 

known posttranslational modification that might account for the dramatic changes in the 

properties of coupling.

Gap junctions in the MF lack the regulation present in the DF as they do not gate closed 

when the cytoplasm is acidified (9, 134, 144, 176). The cytoplasm of central MF is normally 

acidic (18, 134), which may explain the need to lose pH sensitivity. In the MF, the lack of 

pH sensitivity of gap junction channels may also be explained by the calpain-mediated 

cleavage of the COOH termini of Cx46 and Cx50 at the DF to MF transition.

3. Water channels—AQP0 is the major fiber cell water channel, and it is expressed in the 

membranes of all fiber cells including MF. It is not subjected to abrupt cleavage at the DF to 

MF transition, as was described for the connexins, but its COOH terminus is cleaved in an 

age-dependent (depth- dependent) manner (10). The cleavage of the COOH terminus, per se, 

did not reduce its water permeability (11), but cleaved AQP0 formed square array cell-to-

cell junctions. In double-layered, two-dimensional crystals of AQP0, the water channels of 

AQP0 were aligned but were closed (75, 76). However, electron microscopic images of the 

square array junctions showed the water channels in a staggered configuration, with the 

AQP0 tetramer in one membrane abutting the particle free apposing membrane, rather than 

aligned pore to pore (121, 233). In either system the isolated junctions had been subjected to 

significant biochemical processing before they could be imaged, so the actual structure of 

the square array junctions is still an open question. Nevertheless, in the MF, AQP0 seems to 

have two roles: one as a transmembrane water channel and one in cell-to-cell adhesion.

There are some reports of the presence of AQP5 in the fiber cell membranes (155, 207). 

Knockout of AQP0 reduced fiber cell membrane water permeability from ~35 to 8 µm/s, but 

the lipid matrix of fiber cell membranes had a significantly lower water permeability of ~1 

µm/s (196). Thus there was ~7 µm/s of unexplained water permeability, and this could be 

due to the presence of AQP5.

4. Other MF transporters—Glucose uptake by MF is primarily mediated by the Na+-

dependent glucose transporter SGLT2 (130), although there is evidence for persistence of 

some of the DF facilitated glucose transporter GLUT3 in the outer MF (141). Uptake of 

cystine is mediated by Xc−, as it was in the DF (116). However, the uptake of glutamate by 

MF is by the Na+-dependent transporter ASCT2 rather than EAAT4/5, which were utilized 

by DF (116). The Na+-dependent uptake of glycine switches from GLYT1 in the DF to 

GLYT2 in MF (115). The reasons for the E to DF to MF switch in transporters are mainly 

unknown. The glucose transporters, however, are expressed in a spatial sequence that 

follows their known affinity for glucose, with the highest affinity transporter, SGLT2, being 
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expressed in the core. Since glucose uptake from the extracellular compartment in the E and 

DF should decrease the extracellular concentration delivered to the MF, the decline in 

concentration may require a higher affinity transporter (51). This may also be a factor in the 

E to DF to MF switch in other transporters.

IV. THE LENS CIRCULATION

The lens circulation was recently reviewed in detail (130), so a simple overview will be 

presented here. The lens lacks blood vessels, which would scatter light; hence, it appears to 

generate its own microcirculatory system, which delivers glucose, amino acids, and 

antioxidants to the central MF. The circulation is generated by transmembrane transport of 

solute, which is coupled to fluid flow through osmosis. The overall pattern of flow for both 

solute and water is illustrated in Figure 4A: the circulation enters the lens at both poles, then 

exits at the equator. The currents are large by epithelial standards, reaching peak values of 

~30 µA/cm2 of lens surface. This interesting and complex pattern of current flow has been 

found in all lenses studied, so one assumes it is of fundamental importance.

Evidence for the existence of the circulation includes direct measurement of the circulating 

ionic current using a vibrating probe to measure the current just outside of rat and frog 

lenses (154, 171) or an Ussing chamber to isolate sections of the rabbit lens (32) or canine 

lens (R. T. Mathias, personal observation). Moreover, the spatial distribution of active 

transport and passive ion channels just reviewed would necessarily generate a circulation. 

Based on thermodynamic models of solute-solvent coupling, the circulation could not exist 

if it did not generate significant fluid flow (132). The circulation of fluid has also been 

directly measured, again using an Ussing chamber to study rabbit and bovine lenses 

(reviewed in Ref. 31). Lastly, a prediction of the circulation model is the MF must have 

membrane transporters for the nutrients and antioxidants being delivered through the 

extracellular spaces. As reviewed in the last section, many of these transporters have been 

found. There are no known data that are inconsistent with the circulation model. In this 

section, we will consider the driving force for the circulation, the factors that direct the 

pattern of flow, and its physiological role.

A. Factors Driving the Circulation

The primary engine responsible for maintaining the lens circulation is the epithelial Na+-K+-

ATPase. It maintains low [Na+]i, high [K+]i, and a negative resting voltage in all lens cells. 

There is, therefore, a large electrochemical gradient for Na+ to enter fiber cells. As 

illustrated in Figure 4B, Na+ is pulled from the extracellular spaces, down its 

electrochemical gradient across fiber cell membranes, to enter the intracellular compartment. 

The flux of Na+ across the fiber cell membranes pulls Na+ into the extracellular spaces from 

the aqueous and vitreous humors. Hence, Na+ enters the lens everywhere through the 

extracellular spaces between cells. In the extracellular compartment, Na+ flows toward the 

center of the lens. As it moves inward, it is continually moving down its electrochemical 

gradient across fiber cell membranes to enter the intracellular compartment, where it 

reverses direction to flow outward toward the surface of the lens. When the intracellular flux 

of Na+ reaches the surface, the Na+-K+-ATPase transports it out of the lens to complete the 

current loop.
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As reviewed in the last section, the len’s K+ channels and Na+-K+-ATPase are colocalized 

in the epithelium. Figure 4B shows that this is critical to the circulation. If the fiber cells did 

not lack K+ channels, K+ would circulate in a direction opposite to Na+, thus negating the 

net current and solute fluxes. Instead, the K+ taken up by the Na+-K+-ATPase mostly exits 

through channels in the same cells and has very little effect on the surface to center 

circulation of ions, solute, and water.

Although fiber cells lack K+ channels, they do have Cl− channels (reviewed in sect. III), so 

there will also be a circulation of Cl−. Cl− circulates between the extracellular and 

intracellular spaces within the lens (reviewed in Ref. 130). Because the transmembrane 

electrochemical gradient for Cl− is not large, compared with that for Na+, Cl− currents 

modulate the overall circulation of solute but are not a major driving force.

B. Factors Directing the Circulation

Figure 4C illustrates our “guess” at the amplitude of the spatial distribution of gap junctional 

coupling conductance in the DF. Baldo and Mathias (9) demonstrated the poles to equator 

variation in coupling conductance, but their measurements did not directly indicate the 

amplitude, hence the “guess.” When the Na+ enters the intracellular compartment and begins 

to flow back to the surface of the lens, the relatively high gap junction coupling conductance 

at the DF equator directs the intracellular flow to the equatorial epithelial cells. Figure 4C 

also illustrates the spatial distribution of Na+-K+ pump current per area of lens surface (IP, 

µA/cm2). IP varies from nearly zero at the poles to a maximum of 10 µA/cm2 at the equator. 

Since the Na+-K+-ATPase transports three Na+ per cycle, the Na+ current generated at the 

equator will be ~30 µA/cm2, which is the value of equatorial current measured by the 

vibrating probe.

The flux of Na+ is directed by DF gap junction coupling to the equatorial epithelial cells, 

where the Na+-K+-ATPase is concentrated to transport the flux of Na+ out of the lens. These 

two factors appear to be primarily responsible for creating the complex pattern of the 

circulation. However, the fiber cells around the sutures are less densely packed than 

elsewhere; hence, the extracellular spaces are more dilated (112), thus enhancing the 

extracellular entry of the circulation at the poles.

C. Physiological Role of the Circulation

Our working hypothesis, as shown in Figure 5, is the circulation of Na+ creates a circulation 

of solute that is coupled through local osmosis to fluid movement following the same 

pattern. The circulating pattern of flow creates a well-stirred solution that enters the 

extracellular spaces of the lens. Just as the circulation of blood to other tissues brings 

nutrients to the constituent cells, so does the lens microcirculation carry nutrients and 

antioxidants along the extracellular spaces to the MF, which are too far from the aqueous 

and vitreous humors for diffusion to be effective (130).

Unless a tissue goes to rather heroic measures to eliminate membrane water permeability, 

any net transmembrane flux of solute will be coupled through local osmosis to a 

transmembrane flow of water (135). Net solute flux is given by jNa + jK + jCl. Most epithelia 
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transport in the open-circuit configuration, so the solute flux is electrically neutral. Any 

deviation from neutrality will cause charge accumulation and transmembrane voltage 

changes that restore neutral flux. The lens, however, is unique in that the origins of the 

internal fluxes, the poles, are short circuited by the aqueous and vitreous humors to the 

location of exit, the equator. Thus the net flux of solute does not have to be electrically 

neutral. Every Na+ that enters the extracellular spaces at a pole is accompanied by a Na+ that 

exits the lens epithelium at the equator to replace the missing Na+ at the pole. Thus there is a 

continuous chain of sodium ions circulating like horses on a merry go round. At steady state, 

there is no accumulation of charge, yet the net flux is charged, since at the lens surface jNa + 

jK + jCl ≈ jNa.

In Figure 5, the net membrane flux of solute (jm, mol·cm−2·s−1) is mostly Na+. As Na+ is 

pulled from the extracellular spaces by its transmembrane electrochemical potential, it 

leaves a small deficit of positive charge. Cl− will move to maintain electroneutrality creating 

a small deficit in negative charge. A similar but opposite phenomenon occurs within the 

cells, thus creating a small transmembrane osmotic gradient. Based on experimental 

measurements of lens cell membrane water permeability (195, 196), and model calculations 

(135), the osmotic gradient will be quite small, <1 mM. Because of this osmotic gradient, 

water will be pulled across the fiber cell membranes, primarily through the water channel 

AQP0. Fluid and Na+ circulate through the intracellular compartment to the equatorial 

surface where the Na+-K+ pumps export the Na+, and through the physical phenomenon just 

described, create a small transmembrane osmotic gradient. Again through local osmosis, 

fluid will be pulled across the equatorial epithelial membranes to exit the lens, primarily 

through the epithelial water channel AQP1. The circulation of ionic current is therefore 

nearly identical with a circulation of solute, which drives a circulation of fluid.

D. Summary

The lens circulation arises because of the physical separation of active extrusion of Na+ by 

epithelial Na+-K+ pumps from the passive leak of Na+ into the lens across fiber cell 

membranes. The relatively large gap junction coupling conductance in the equatorial region 

of DF directs the intracellular outward flow to the equatorial epithelium, where Na+-K+ 

pumps are concentrated to transport Na+ out of the lens. This complex spatial organization 

of transport proteins generates circulating currents and circulating solute fluxes, which 

generate an internal microcirculation of fluid. The extracellular fluid moving into the lens 

carries nutrients and antioxidants to the central MF. Thus the physiological purpose appears 

to be homeostasis of the MF.

What are the remaining uncertainties? For one, there is an extracellular barrier at the DF to 

MF transition that stops the entry of dyes (82). Nevertheless, measurements of intracellular 

voltage and ion gradients (shown in the next sections) fall along smooth curves that suggest 

no disruption of ion fluxes. Perhaps this barrier allows the passage of small ions but not 

larger solutes, or perhaps the path of extracellular entry to the MF is at the poles. We do not 

know the functional properties or purpose of this barrier. There are fiber cell fusions (106) 

that may provide a parallel path to gap junctions for the movement of solutes. However, 

when connexins were knocked out, continuity between fiber cells appeared to be lost (78). 
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We do not know the role of these fusions; however, recent studies have reported a core 

syncytium for intracellular protein movement, which appears to occur in shells of fibers 

(180), and this syncytium requires the presence of the lens membrane protein Lim2 (MP20). 

Cell-to-cell fusions may create this syncytium, but we do not know its role in lens 

physiology. Finally, we do not know the path of intracellular water flow. Most would 

assume it follows ion fluxes through gap junctions, but for near-isotonic water flow, ~183 

water molecules would have to go through a gap junction channel for every ion. It has not 

been demonstrated that gap junction channels can conduct that much water flow. The 

properties needed for gap junction-mediated water transport are outlined in Mathias et al. 

(136). The fiber cell membranes have sufficient water permeability through AQP0 that water 

entering the intracellular compartment would find a path to the surface, but is that path 

through gap junction channels?

V. ROLES OF CONNEXIN46 AND CONNEXIN50 IN FIBER CELL COUPLING

This section primarily reviews work by us and collaborators using genetically engineered 

mice that either lacked copies (KO) or expressed different copies (KI) of lens gap junction 

proteins. The success of these studies has been due to two factors. First, the fiber cell 

connexins are uniquely expressed in the lens, so KO or KI has no systemic effects that 

indirectly affect the lens. Nevertheless, altering the expression of a major transport protein, 

such as a lens connexin, is bound to have effects on the lens that may indirectly affect the 

process being studied. The results summarized below should not be considered 

quantitatively exact, but looked at in terms of the general theme of changes that are 

consistent with working hypotheses. The second factor is that gap junction coupling in 

intact, freshly dissected lenses can be directly measured using whole lens impedance 

techniques.

A. Whole Lens Impedance

Figure 6A illustrates the experimental paradigm. A current passing microelectrode was 

placed in a central fiber cell to inject stochastic currents, comprising sinusoidal components 

in the frequency range of interest. A voltage recording microelectrode was placed in a 

peripheral fiber cell. As shown in Figure 6A, the voltage recording is in the DF at 45° from 

the posterior pole. In this position, the average DF coupling conductance would be recorded. 

The voltage electrode can be advanced along its track to the lens center and coupling 

conductance determined as a function of depth in the lens. The voltage electrode could also 

be removed and the lens reimpaled at different locations between either pole and equator, 

thus mapping coupling conductance as a function of position around the lens.

The injected current and induced voltage signals were sent to a Fast Fourier Analyzer, which 

computes the average impedance in real time. Figure 6B shows typical results when the 

voltage electrode is advanced along its track towards the lens center. The distance from the 

lens center (r, cm) normalized to the lens radius (a, cm) is listed for each record. The lowest 

record, at r/a = 0.88, is from the DF; the other three records are from increasing depths into 

the MF. There is frequency dependence to the input resistance that has been shown to be due 

to the membrane conductance and capacitance of all the fiber and surface cells of the lens. 

This component is not expected to change with depth, and indeed, it does not. The input 
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resistance asymptotes to a high-frequency series resistance (RS). When the voltage recording 

is at the location of average DF coupling (presumably close to 45° from the equator), RS has 

been shown to be directly proportional to the resistance of all the gap junctions between the 

point of voltage recording and the lens surface (133). The transparency of the lens allows us 

to visualize the locations of current injection and voltage recording, and the nearly spherical 

geometry allows us to calculate the relationship of RS to coupling conductance.

B. DF Coupling

Figure 7A summarizes results from Gong et al. (78) and Baldo et al. (8) on DF coupling 

conductance, recorded at 45° from the equator. The lenses were from WT mice, 

heterozygous KO mice (Cx46+/− and Cx50+/−), and homozygous KO mice (Cx46−/− and 

Cx50−/−). WT mouse lenses had an average DF coupling conductance of ~1 S/cm2 of cell-

to-cell contact, which is the highest reported coupling conductance for any tissue studied. 

KO of half of Cx46 (Cx46+/−) resulted in about a 25% reduction in coupling conductance, 

whereas KO of all of Cx46 (Cx46−/−) resulted in about a 50% reduction in coupling 

conductance, which would be the contribution of Cx50. Similarly, Cx50+/− and Cx50−/− 

lenses have reductions in DF coupling conductance of ~25 and 50%, respectively. These 

observations suggest both Cx46 and Cx50 contribute significantly to DF coupling 

conductance, and their contributions are about equal.

Immunostaining of the inner loop of Cx46 in WT lenses (Fig. 7B, green) indicates the 

presence of protein in both DF and MF. Immunostaining of the COOH terminus of Cx50 in 

the same lenses (Fig. 7B, red) shows the presence of protein in the DF, but since the COOH 

terminus is cleaved at the DF to MF transition, the absence of staining in MF does not 

necessarily mean absence of protein. Indeed, Kistler and Bullivant (103) identified cleaved 

products of Cx50 in MF. Overlaying the two images shows yellow staining throughout the 

DF, indicating the two connexin proteins are in the same plaques, but are the channels 

homomeric or heteromeric? Jiang and Goodenough (98) showed Cx46/Cx50 heteromeric 

channels exist, but their methodology did not indicate their relative number. Data shown 

below on MF coupling and DF channel gating suggest most channels are homomeric.

C. MF Coupling

Figure 8A summarizes results from Gong et al. (78) and Baldo et al. (8) on MF coupling 

conductance. In WT lenses, MF coupling conductance is ~0.5 S/cm2 of cell-to-cell contact 

or half the average coupling conductance of DF. When half of Cx46 was knocked out 

(Cx46+/−), MF coupling conductance fell to ~0.25 S/cm2, or half the WT value. When all of 

Cx46 was knocked out (Cx46−/−), the MF coupling conductance fell to zero. These results 

indicated Cx46 was necessary for MF coupling, but it was still possible Cx50 had some role. 

However, when half of Cx50 was knocked out (Cx50+/−), MF coupling conductance did not 

change even though DF coupling had dropped by 25% (see Fig. 7A). Cx50−/− lenses were 

undersized and in poor condition and had mild central cataracts. Their MF coupling 

decreased, but that was likely a side effect of other problems; hence, the results are not 

shown. The Cx50+/− lenses were perfectly healthy, so the result of no change in MF 

coupling conductance was compelling, particularly since the DF coupling conductance was 
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clearly reduced. The results summarized in Figure 8A suggest Cx46 is responsible for MF 

coupling. The results shown in Figure 8B strengthen this hypothesis.

Figure 8B summarizes results on KO of Cx46 (78) and KI of Cx46 into the gene locus of 

Cx50 (210). Knocking out Cx46 provides MF coupling data from lenses expressing Cx46 on 

zero, one, and two alleles, whereas knocking in Cx46 for Cx50 provides MF coupling data 

from lenses expressing Cx46 on three and four alleles. Based on quantitative Western 

blotting, the number of copies of Cx46 was roughly proportional to the number of alleles 

expressing it. Figure 8B graphs the MF coupling conductance versus the number of alleles 

expressing Cx46. As can be seen, the relationship is certainly monotonic and within the 

accuracy of the data, essentially linear. These results support the hypothesis that functional 

channels in the MF are formed only from Cx46.

As previously described, Cx46 and Cx50 channels have their COOH termini cleaved at the 

DF to MF transition. DeRosa et al. (47) showed COOH termini cleaved Cx50 channels, 

when exogenously expressed in oocytes, went to the plasma membrane and formed plaques, 

but the constituent channels were rarely open. Exogenous expression of COOH termini 

cleaved Cx46 channels showed no differences in coupling from expression of intact protein 

(60). Putting all of these results together suggests the following hypothesis: Cx46 and Cx50 

form mostly homomeric channels in the plaques coupling the DF, where each contributes 

about equally to coupling conductance. At the DF to MF transition, the COOH termini of 

both connexins are cleaved, rendering Cx50 channels nonfunctional, causing the average 

coupling conductance to drop by about half and leaving Cx46 channels to provide coupling 

of MF. These results provide an hypothesis on the functional role of Cx46: Cx46 provides 

long-lived coupling of all fiber cells and maintains a functional circulation to the core MF. 

However, the results summarized thus far do not address the question: What is the functional 

role of Cx50?

D. Gating of Lens Gap Junction Channels

Figure 9A (204) shows a typical result of superfusing a lens with solution that was bubbled 

with 100% CO2 while monitoring DF or MF coupling conductance. The high concentration 

of CO2 in the bathing solution and relatively high cell membrane permeability for CO2 

cause rapid diffusion of CO2 into fiber cells where , thus 

acidifying the cytoplasm (18, 134). The drop in intracellular pH induces closure of DF gap 

junction channels, but not MF channels (8, 9, 78, 127, 133, 134). The sensitivity of DF 

coupling to a drop in pH is illustrated in Figure 9A, top, where the voltage recording 

microelectrode was placed in a peripheral DF location and the recoded series resistance (RS 

in Fig. 6, Ref. 127) is shown to increase dramatically with time in the CO2 solution, 

indicating eventual closure of essentially all DF gap junction channels. In Figure 9A, 

bottom, the voltage recording microelectrode was placed in a more central MF location, and 

RS shows much less sensitivity to reductions in pH. This can be understood through the 

equivalent circuit next to the data. In MF, the series resistance, which increases as 1/r, where 

r is the distance from the lens center, is dominated by its value in MF. Hence, the closure of 

DF gap junction channels has a relatively small effect, and increases in RS are relatively 
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small, indicating MF channels are not closing. Prior to our work on Cx50 KO lenses, the 

results in Figure 9A were observed in every lens studied from every species studied.

Figure 9B compares the effect of pH on DF coupling conductance in WT and Cx50−/− 

lenses (8). The coupling conductance was calculated from RS as described in Wang et al. 

(204), then normalized to the average value in the DF of WT lenses. The CO2-containing 

solution was superfused during the entire period shown, as indicated by the lower gray bar. 

In WT lenses, the coupling conductance falls from unity to a value of ~0.1, which is the 

minimum due to parallel pathways. This represents closure of essentially every DF gap 

junction channel. In the Cx50−/− lens, DF coupling conductance begins at ~0.5 owing to the 

absence of Cx50 channels, but it only decreased slightly due to the superfusion of CO2-

containing solution, and the final value of ~0.3 is well above that of the WT lens. The 

implication was that Cx46 channels in the WT lens were closing, whereas the same channels 

in the Cx50 KO lens were not. This was a striking observation, but one could not rule out 

that KO of Cx50 had indirect effects on the remaining Cx46 channels, and these effects 

reduced pH sensitivity. As previously stated, the Cx50 KO lenses were particularly 

unhealthy, undersized, and had mild central cataracts.

The drug mefloquine (Mfq), a quinine derivative, had been shown to block gap junction 

channels made from Cx50 but not those made from Cx46 (42). Figure 9C illustrates the 

effect of Mfq on DF coupling conductance and gating (128). One lens was exposed to Mfq, 

which needed to be dissolved in DMSO to get it into solution; hence, the contralateral lens 

was exposed to DMSO as a control. Over a period of ~1 h, Mfq diffused into the 

extracellular spaces of the DF where it blocked Cx50 channels, causing the coupling 

conductance of the Mfq-treated lens to drop to about half that of the control lens. Both 

lenses were healthy, with typical resting voltages and input resistances, and were perfectly 

transparent. At time zero, each lens was superfused with solution that had been bubbled with 

100% CO2 as indicated by the lower gray bar. The DF coupling conductance of the control 

lens went to zero as all Cx46 and Cx50 channels closed, whereas the Cx46 channels in the 

Mfq-treated lens did not close.

Clearly Cx46 and Cx50 interact in the process of gating DF channels. The simplest known 

mechanism of interaction is for them to form heteromeric channels composed of both 

proteins. However, as reviewed in the last section, our work on Cx46 and Cx50 KO lenses 

suggested the hypothesis that most lens channels are homomeric, composed of either Cx46 

or Cx50 but not both. If one thinks about the data shown in Figure 9C, they also provide 

evidence that lens gap junction channels are mostly homomeric. For example, assume all DF 

channels are heteromeric, made from various combinations of Cx46 and Cx50. To account 

for the blocking effect of Mfq, it appears that channels with more than half their sub-units 

being Cx50 are blocked by Mfq, and that is about half the channels. However, in the absence 

of Mfq, the channels with less than half their subunits being Cx50 are able to close in 

response to a drop in pH, so in the presence of Mfq, these channels should also be able to 

close, but they do not. A more reasonable explanation is homomeric channels that gate 

cooperatively.
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This was the first direct demonstration of cooperative gating between neighboring gap 

junction channels within the same plaques. Cooperativity between neighboring gap junction 

channels had previously been suggested because dual whole cell patch-clamp studies of 

junctions containing only two functioning channels often showed simultaneous transitions of 

both channels from open to closed, or vice versa (125). Probability theory was invoked to 

demonstrate that this was too improbable to be a random occurrence and must therefore 

represent cooperative gating of the two channels. Although the logic was sound, the data 

were not as compelling as those shown in Figure 9C.

Figure 10 provides a cartoon of our ideas on what is happening with regard to coupling in 

the lens. When Cx46 is synthesized on its normal gene locus in the lens, the channels it 

forms are pH insensitive, and possibly insensitive to regulatory pathways that regulate 

coupling through alterations in open channel probability. In the DF of WT lenses, Cx46 and 

Cx50 channels are somehow linked, probably through a yet unidentified linking protein, 

such that when Cx50 channels close, they induce closure of neighboring Cx46 channels. In 

the MF, Cx50 is cleaved and no longer forms active channels; hence, the remaining Cx46 

channels are pH insensitive. When Cx50 is knocked out, DF channels made from Cx46 are 

no longer pH sensitive. When Mfq is used to block DF channels made from Cx50, they are 

no longer able to respond to pH changes so the Cx46 channels do not close.

E. Physical Properties of the KO and KI Lenses

Figure 11 shows typical lenses that have had their connexin content genetically altered. The 

Cx46+/− or Cx50+/− are indistinguishable from WT lenses; hence, no WT lenses are shown. 

The Cx50(46/50) heterozygous KI lens is particularly interesting. In this lens, the sequence 

for Cx46 is knocked in to one of the alleles that normally expresses Cx50. The coupling 

conductance is higher than that of either Cx46+/− or Cx50+/− lenses, yet the KI lens gets a 

central cataract, whereas the KO lenses are clear. Since Cx46 and Cx50 are being 

synthesized at the same time and in the same place, there is a reasonable probability that 

heteromeric channels are forming, and these channels may either allow something to move 

that should not move, or not allow something to move that should move. We do not know 

why these lenses get cataracts, but it is clear that mixing the connexins is not good for the 

lens. The Cx46−/− lens lacks MF coupling and therefore has no return path for the 

circulation from MF to the surface; hence, a dense central cataract has formed where 

homeostasis has been lost. Moreover, that cataract will increase in size with age until it fills 

the entire MF. We think we understand the development of this particular cataract, and the 

causes are outlined in section V I. The Cx50−/− lenses are undersized and have a mild 

central cataract. Although the Cx46−/− lenses have the more severe cataract, the Cx50−/− 

lenses seemed to be in poorer overall health as they were fragile and ran down quickly. The 

Cx50(46/46) lens is healthy and perfectly transparent but undersized.

F. Cx50 in Lens Growth and Development

Cx50 strongly influences lens developmental processes in both epithelial cells and fibers. 

The deletion of Cx50 in mice resulted in a pronounced growth defect of the lens and eye 

(216; see Fig. 11) in addition to a delay in fiber maturation, characterized by a retardation of 

the normal denucleation process that occurs during the transition to mature fibers (172). The 
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Cx50 knockout animals also developed mild nuclear cataracts (see Fig. 11) that formed in 

the early postnatal period and did not deteriorate over time (172, 216). Additional defects in 

lens growth and fiber development have been noted in mice with point mutations in the 

Cx50 coding sequence (79, 81, 187, 223). In contrast, Cx46 KO showed normal lens growth 

and fiber differentiation, although they developed postnatal cataracts that progressively 

worsened as the animals aged (80). These results suggest that Cx46 plays a central role in 

the maintenance of lens transparency, whereas Cx50 is mainly required for proper lens 

growth and development.

The growth defect in Cx50 knockout mice produced a 50% reduction in lens mass that 

resulted from a transient inhibition of the lens growth rate during the first postnatal week 

(177, 216). The rate of lens growth before and after this critical period was identical to WT 

mice. Ultrastructural measurements of fiber dimensions confirmed that the reduction of lens 

size was due to fewer secondary lens fibers forming during this period (55, 216). This acute 

and transient decrease in lens growth suggested a specific requirement for Cx50 in epithelial 

cell proliferation and/or fiber differentiation.

G. Cx50 and Epithelial Mitosis

A major distinction between the Cx46 and the Cx50 KO animals was the reduction in lens 

growth caused by the absence of Cx50, but not Cx46 (80, 172, 216). The lens growth defect 

of Cx50-deficient mice was not modulated by genetic background, whereas the cataract 

severity in both Cx46 and Cx50 knockouts was influenced by genetic modifiers (71, 77). 

Functional replacement of Cx50 with Cx46 by genetic knock in failed to restore normal lens 

growth (126, 210). These data identified a common growth defect that was present in all 

Cx50-deficient lenses. A link between Cx50-mediated junctional communication and 

epithelial cell mitosis has recently been identified as the major contributor to this reduction 

in growth (177, 215).

Fewer lens cells were produced in the first postnatal week of Cx50-deficient lenses, and this 

could have been caused by either an increase in apoptosis or a decrease in mitosis. 

Apoptosis was examined by TUNEL labeling and immunostaining for cleaved caspase-3 

during the first postnatal week and showed no significant differences in the number of 

apoptotic epithelial cells between WT and Cx50 KO lenses (T .W. White, unpublished data). 

In contrast, mitosis was dramatically decreased in Cx50-deficient mice when analyzed by 

bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) labeling. On postnatal day 3 (P3), 21 ± 3% (SD) of the WT 

epithelial cells were labeled with BrdU after a 1-h exposure. In Cx50 KO lenses, only 7 ± 

1% of the epithelial cells had incorporated BrdU. When Cx50 was functionally replaced by 

Cx46, the lenses had 8 ± 2% of their epithelial cells labeled by BrdU on P3. This threefold 

reduction in the labeling index was not caused by a decrease in the rate of cell division and 

temporally correlated with a 50% reduction in lens volume in Cx50 KO lenses (177). 

Therefore, Cx50-deficient lenses were smaller because fewer cells were recruited into the 

cell cycle on P3, when WT lenses underwent a large transient increase in mitosis. These data 

suggested a positive mitogenic role for gap junctional communication that was Cx50 

specific.
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The robust effect of Cx50-mediated coupling on epithelial mitosis was surprising in light of 

the widely held assumption that Cx43 was responsible for the majority of junctional 

communication between lens epithelial cells (39, 52, 53, 68, 73). This apparent discrepancy 

was recently resolved by the demonstration that Cx50 is strongly expressed in the lens 

epithelium and contributes to epithelial coupling in a developmentally regulated manner. 

Coupling between epithelial cells isolated on P3 was primarily due to Cx50, as evidenced by 

a 65% reduction in junctional currents elicited by quinine, a drug that blocks Cx50 but not 

Cx43. As lenses aged, the contribution of Cx50 to total coupling was progressively reduced 

to 45% on P12 and 25% on P28 (185, 215). Thus Cx50 influenced epithelial cell 

proliferation as the major participant in junctional communication before being replaced by 

Cx43 in an age-dependent manner.

Another finding from this study was that the reduction in mitotically active cells in Cx50-

deficient lenses was not evenly distributed across the epithelium. Cx46 KI epithelia had a 

72% reduction in the number of BrdU-positive cells in the central epithelium and a 13% 

reduction in labeled cells in the equatorial zone on P3, even though the absolute magnitude 

of coupling was similar to WT cells (215). These data confirmed an earlier report that Cx46 

could not substitute for Cx50 in facilitation of lens cell division (177), in addition to 

highlighting that the functional activity contributed by Cx50 is particularly important for 

proliferation in the central epithelium during peak postnatal lens growth.

H. How Does Cx50 stimulate proliferation in the central epithelium?

A wealth of data have now accumulated showing that Cx50 coupling stimulates proliferation 

in the central epithelium of the early postnatal lens (172, 177, 210, 215, 216). Since 

expression of Cx46 in place of Cx50 did not rescue epithelial proliferation, it is likely that 

more than simple ionic coupling, which would be provided by either connexin, was required 

to fulfill Cx50’s positive mitogenic role. Lens mitosis is normally stimulated by growth 

factors that activate intracellular signaling cascades (94, 137, 236). One possibility is that 

Cx50, but not Cx46, facilitates intercellular propagation of a second messenger that is 

produced after growth factor stimulation, resulting in recruitment of neighboring cells into 

mitosis in the central epithelium. Connexins differ in their permeability to second 

messengers and growth signals (74). An alternative explanation could be that growth factor 

signaling has a direct gating effect on Cx50 but not Cx46 channels. For example, low 

concentrations of FGF were shown to induce a threefold increase in coupling in chick lens 

epithelial cell cultures through stimulation of the ERK pathway (111). Additional studies 

will be required to distinguish between these possibilities.

I. Gap Junction Coupling and Homeostasis of MF

The circulation of Na+ illustrated in Figure 3B requires the presence of intracellular voltage 

and concentration gradients to drive the intracellular flux of Na+ from the lens center to 

surface. The lens center needs to have a higher Na+ concentration and a more depolarized 

voltage relative to the peripheral cells. Figure 12 shows the intracellular voltage recorded 

from WT and Cx46 KO mouse lenses (78). In the WT lenses, the voltage at the lens center 

(relative to the external bath) is about −60 mV, which becomes progressively more negative 

as distance from the center increases, reaching around −70 mV at the surface; thus there is a 
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10-mV gradient from center to surface associated with the flux of Na+. When Cx46 is 

knocked out, the voltage in the DF, where coupling is adequate, is not greatly affected, but 

in the MF, the circulation has been cut off through lack of MF coupling; hence, there is no 

voltage gradient, and the MF are no longer coupled to the epithelial K+ conductance, so they 

depolarize to a new steady state that is determined by their Na+ and Cl− permeabilities.

Although Na+ transport drives the circulation, any other cation in the aqueous and vitreous 

humors may follow the same pattern, provided it can cross fiber cell membranes. There is a 

very large transmembrane electrochemical gradient for Ca2+, so any small transmembrane 

leak will cause Ca2+ to circulate in a manner similar to Na+. Figure 13, left, illustrates the 

expected circulation of Ca2+. Ca2+ moves down its transmembrane electrochemical gradient 

to leave the extracellular spaces and enter the fiber cells, where it must flow from cell to cell 

through fiber cell gap junctions to reach the epithelial Ca2+-ATPase and Na+-Ca2+ 

exchanger. In this unique system, Ca2+ homeostasis depends on gap junction coupling. As 

shown in Figure 13, right, in WT lenses, MF coupling conductance is ~0.5 S/cm2 of cell-to-

cell contact. In Cx50(46/46) KI lenses, it is approximately doubled at 1 S/cm2. Thus, in 

either type lens, there should be circulation of Ca2+ with a center to surface concentration 

gradient driving the Ca2+ flux to its exit place, the surface cells. Since the coupling 

conductance of the KI lenses is about twice that of WT lenses, the gradient should be about 

half that in WT lenses. In the Cx46 KO lenses, MF coupling has been lost, so the egress 

pathway for Ca2+ is absent. Ca2+ can therefore enter the MF, but since it cannot get out, it 

will slowly accumulate and Ca2+ homeostasis is lost.

Gao et al. (66) measured the Ca2+ concentration in freshly dissected intact lenses (~2 mo of 

age) by injecting a Ca2+ indicator dye, fura 2, into fiber cells. Figure 14 summarizes their 

findings. In WT lenses, there was a center to surface Ca2+ gradient of ~400 nM, as the 

concentration in the center was 700 nM and at the surface 300 nM. In the Cx46 KI lenses, 

which have twice the coupling conductance, the concentration gradient was halved to a 

value of ~200 nM, as the concentration in the center was 500 nM and at the surface 300 nM. 

In the Cx46 KO lenses, which have lost all MF coupling, Ca2+ had accumulated to over 1 

µM and would continue to accumulate with age, as Ca2+ homeostasis has been lost.

The Cx46 KO lenses have a dense central cataract (see Fig. 11) that is in many ways similar 

to the age-onset central cataract seen in humans. We know what caused the Cx46 KO 

cataract: loss of Cx46. We also believe we know the steps leading to formation of the 

cataract. KO of Cx46 causes loss of coupling of MF (78), thus eliminating the Ca2+ egress 

pathway and causing accumulation of Ca2+ in the MF (66). Baruch et al. (13) and Tang et al. 

(193) have shown the accumulation of Ca2+ in the Cx46 KO lenses activates calpain, a 

calcium-dependent protease, which cleaves the crystallins. The cleaved crystallins aggregate 

and come out of solution generating the central opacity. Does this special case have any 

general relevance to human age-onset cataract formation? We cannot be sure, but connexins 

are being increasingly implicated in cataractogenesis.

There is a long-standing hypothesis that cataract formation is associated with cumulative 

oxidative damage to the crystalline proteins. The lens has a number of antioxidant enzymes: 

superoxide dismutase, catalase, glutathione reductase, and glutathione peroxidase-1 
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(GPX-1). GPX-1 is a cytoplasmic enzyme that protects the lens against H2O2-mediated 

damage. Ho et al. (90) produced a GPX-1 KO mouse. Reddy et al. (169) characterized 

cataract formation in lenses from the GPX-1 KO mouse and found age-onset central 

opacities formed in essentially all lenses by 15 mo of age, whereas at 2 mo of age, no lenses 

had cataracts. Wang et al. (204) used whole lens impedance and other techniques to 

determine if there were any differences in the transport properties of 2-mo-old GPX-1 KO 

lenses from those of WT lenses, differences that preceded cataract formation and could 

therefore be causal.

Size, transparency, resting voltage, membrane resistance, and membrane water permeability 

for the GPX-1 KO lenses were the same as age-matched WT lenses. However, gap junction 

coupling conductance in the KO lenses was about half that of WT lenses. Western blots 

showed ~50% reductions in both Cx46 and Cx50, whereas there was no reduction in the 

water transport protein, AQP0, consistent with the transport data. Wang et al. (204) 

concluded lens connexins were primary targets of oxidative damage, they were specific 

targets since AQP0 was not affected, and the reductions in coupling would likely 

compromise the lens circulation and Ca2+ homeostasis. To test the effects on the lens 

circulation, they measured intracellular Na+ by injecting a Na+ indicator dye, SBFI. To test 

the effects on Ca2+ homeostasis, fura 2 was injected into fiber cells. The results are shown in 

Figure 15.

Figure 15 shows the reductions in coupling conductance were accompanied by increases in 

the center to surface gradients in both Na+ and Ca2+ concentrations. The smooth curves 

represent structurally based model calculations on the expected concentrations given a 

functional circulation. The fit of the model to the data suggests the circulation is still 

functional in the KO lenses, but at the expense of some loss of Na+ and Ca2+ homeostasis. 

MF membrane transporters for amino acids and glucose generally use the transmembrane 

Na+ gradient to drive uptake; hence, the increased intracellular Na+ concentration in the MF 

would have reduced the effectiveness of these transporters. Moreover, the accumulation of 

Ca2+ in the MF should have caused increased calpain activity. The lens has systems 

designed to protect itself against the effects of oxidative damage, such as chaperone activity 

of the α-crystallins (92), which safely package damaged proteins and keep them from 

coming out of solution. However, these systems have limits, and if they are taxed early in 

the life of the lens, they are unlikely to be able to provide protection late in life. Thus loss of 

gap junction coupling in these young lenses is indeed a good candidate for the cause of the 

eventual cataracts that form in old GPX-1 KO lenses.

The mechanism by which oxidative stress reduces the number of connexins and coupling 

conductance in the lens is not known. Since AQP0 was not affected, it does not seem to be 

nonspecific damage to membrane proteins; instead, it appears to be a specific effect on the 

lens connexins. Lin and Takemoto (117) have shown that protein kinase C (PKC)-γ is 

activated by oxidative stress, PKC-γ phosphorylates lens gap junctions, and phosphorylation 

causes the gap junction plaques to break up and degradation of the connexins (234). This 

connexin-specific path for oxidative stress is an attractive possibility, but it has not been 

investigated. Whatever the path, a reduction in major transport proteins, such as the 

connexins, is a plausible cause for age-onset central cataracts. These cataracts represent a 
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loss of homeostasis of the MF. Homeostasis of MF depends on the lens circulation, which 

depends on gap junction coupling, so it is reasonable to think that compromise of membrane 

transport would cause loss of intracellular homeostasis.

J. Summary

The KO and KI mouse lenses have provided a wealth of new information and hypotheses on 

the roles of the lens fiber cell connexins. These hypotheses include the following: Cx46 and 

Cx50 form homomeric channels that cooperatively interact to implement gating of DF 

channels. Cx46 is primarily responsible for providing coupling of fiber cells from the lens 

center to surface; thus it is an essential component of the lens circulation and required for 

homeostasis of the MF. Cx50 has subtler roles in growth, development, and regulation of 

coupling conductance. The connexins are early targets of oxidative stress and may be the 

causal factor in development of age-onset central cataracts.

Nevertheless, key questions remain. 1) With the assumption of cooperative gating of 

homomeric Cx46 and Cx50 channels, there must be a linker protein that has not been 

identified. One candidate is zonula occludans-1 (ZO-1), a PDZ-domain containing tight 

junction protein that is known to be present in lens gap junction plaques (149). If an 

unidentified linker protein modulates gating, it might have other unidentified roles in lens 

gap junction coupling, and once these roles are known, our simple hypotheses may fall. 2) 

The regulatory pathways responsible for creating the equator to poles variation in DF 

coupling conductance are just beginning to be unraveled. Cx50 is clearly necessary for pH-

mediated gating of DF gap junction channels. Could Cx50 also be necessary for the equator 

to poles variation in DF coupling conductance? 3) When Cx46 has been exogenously 

expressed (60), the channels have had pH sensitivity, whereas in the WT lens they do not. 

However, when Cx46 was endogenously expressed on the Cx50 gene locus, the channel had 

pH sensitivity. What posttranslational modifications are made by the lens to eliminate pH 

sensitivity of Cx46 channels that are normally expressed in the WT lens? 4) Cx50 appears to 

modulate cell division by transferring some signal from an epithelial cell that has entered the 

cell cycle to neighboring epithelial cells, inducing them to also enter the cell cycle. What is 

that signal? 5) What is the cause of the cataract in the Cx50(46/50) lenses.

So far, this review has focused on the properties of normal lenses and the effects on these 

properties of knocking out or knocking in lens Cx proteins. These data have been used to 

generate hypotheses on the roles of lens gap junction proteins in lens growth, differentiation, 

and homeostasis. The next section describes the rich variety of cataract phenotypes that 

occur due to congenital mutations of lens fiber cell connexins. The plethora of mutation-

induced phenotypes far exceeds those found in the Cx KO and KI models. There must be 

some common threads connecting the defects in these lenses, and connecting them with the 

defects found in Cx KO or KI lenses, but they are not yet well understood.

VI. CONNEXIN MUTATIONS AND CATARACTS

Connexin gene mutations are one of the common causes for hereditary cataracts in humans 

and mice. Dozens of mutations of Cx46 and Cx50 genes have been reported to cause 

hereditary cataracts in human (Table 1). The majority of these are point mutations, which 
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can be linked to variable expression of the type and severity of dominant cataracts. Some 

identical mutations lead to variable phenotypes in different races. Some of the mutations 

dramatically reduce the eye size. Two point COOH-terminal frame shift mutants of Cx50 

lead to recessive cataracts.

Availability of mainly late-stage cataracts in humans hinders the investigation of molecular 

mechanisms in cataract formation. Fortunately, many mutations of Cx46 or Cx50 genes 

have also been discovered or created in rodent cataract models (Table 2). Some of these 

mutations coincidentally result in a replacement of an identical residue or an adjacent 

residue of connexin proteins between human and mouse. By using these animal models, 

researchers have investigated why and how mutated Cx46 and Cx50 genes lead to various 

types of cataracts. Recent findings demonstrate that mutated connexin subunits change the 

conductance and/or gating of gap junction channels, alter protein trafficking or channel 

assembly, or trigger intracellular stress responses in vivo or in vitro. Thus genetic evidence, 

cellular information, and physiological data indicate that connexin mutations affect different 

molecular mechanisms to impair lens development and transparency.

A. Connexin Mutations Disrupt Lens Development

As previously reviewed, Cx50 is essential for the lens size (172, 210). Cx50 KO mice 

developed smaller lenses, ~60% the size of WT lenses. Moreover, a loss of Cx50 delays lens 

fiber cell maturation (172) and reduces the proliferation of epithelial cells (177). Recent 

studies demonstrated that Cx50 is not only important for the formation of the primary fiber 

cells but also can interact with Cx46 to regulate the formation of the secondary fiber cells 

(222). Genetic data on the Cx50-S50P point mutation (in extracellular loop 1) suggest that 

diverse gap junction channels probably mediate distinct mechanisms to control the 

formation of lens primary and secondary fiber cells. Cx50-S50P mutant subunits require the 

presence of wild-type Cx50 subunits to specifically inhibit the elongation of the primary 

fibers in the embryonic lens, but this combination does not affect the elongation of 

secondary fiber cells. In contrast, the Cx50-S50P mutant subunits need wild-type Cx46 

subunits to disrupt the differentiation and elongation of the lens secondary fibers, but this 

combination does not affect the lens primary fiber cells. Moreover, without wild-type Cx46 

and Cx50 connexin subunits, the Cx50-S50P mutant subunit itself seems a loss-of function 

mutation in the lens. Thus diverse gap junction channels probably mediate distinct 

mechanisms to control the formation of lens primary and secondary fiber cells during 

development.

B. Connexin Mutations Impair Lens Transparency

As previously described, the nuclear cataract caused by a loss of Cx46 is related to an 

elevation of intracellular calcium concentration and the subsequent increase of calcium-

dependent protein degradation in lens fiber cells (13, 66, 80). Calpain II, a calcium-activated 

protease, mediates at least in part the formation of the nuclear cataract in the Cx46−/− lenses 

by cleaving crystallin proteins (193). However, the severity of the cataract is much greater in 

the J129 strain of mice than the C57BL6 strain. No mutation was identified in calpain II 

genes between mouse J129 and C57BL6 strains, so calpain II is unlikely to be a genetic 

modifier that influences the severity of this nuclear cataract (77). The role of calpain II in the 
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lens is intriguing and remains to be elucidated. Hopefully, identification of genetic 

modifier(s) influencing nuclear cataracts in the Cx46−/− lenses in the future will reveal 

novel molecular insights.

Thus far, only null or COOH-terminal frame-shift mutants of Cx46 and Cx50 have been 

found to cause recessive cataracts. All point mutations of Cx50 and Cx46 are linked to 

dominant cataracts with variable severity. Mouse Cx50 point mutations including G22R, 

D47A, and S50P cause a posterior ruptured lens, a nuclear cataract, or a whole cataract with 

smaller lenses (35, 215, 224). Different combinations of mutant and WT connexin gene 

alleles (either Cx46 or Cx50) have been demonstrated to be related to the formation of 

different types of cataracts (79). In addition, other genetic factors influence cataractogenesis 

due to connexin point mutations (174). Thus variable expression of cataract formation is 

probably from a combination of both altered gap junction communication due to the mixture 

of mutant and wild-type sub-units and genetic modifiers in the lens.

C. Mutated Connexins Alter Electrical Properties of Gap Junction Channels

Substantial progress has been made on how mutant connexin subunits affect the properties 

of gap junction channels. Electrophysiological studies demonstrate that different point 

mutations affect the channel properties in different ways. Mouse Cx50-D47A mutant protein 

sub-units, which cause dominant cataracts in No2 mice, were unable to form functional 

channels and did not inhibit WT Cx46 or Cx50 junctional conductance in paired Xenopus 

oocytes (225). A similar human point mutation Cx50-D47N, which caused dominant nuclear 

pulverulent cataracts, also failed to form functional channels in paired oocytes (6), and 

coexpression of Cx50D47N with WT Cx50 did not inhibit gap junctional conductance. 

Cx50-D47A and D47N mutants as well as Cx46-N63S and fs380 mutants were loss-of-

function mutants (152). However, the recessive phenotypes of Cx46 or Cx50 KO mice 

suggest that functional loss of one allele of either Cx46 or Cx50 gene is not sufficient to 

cause a dominant cataract. It is possible that substantial intracellular retention of these 

mutated connexin proteins disturbs trafficking of membrane proteins or activates a pathway 

of protein degradation in lens fiber cells to lead to dominant cataracts. Cx46-N63S mutant 

also altered the properties of hemichannels in vitro (58). A functional role of hemichannels 

in the lens remains to be confirmed.

Studies of mouse Cx50-G22R and S50P mutants showed that these point mutant subunits 

could form functional channels with WT Cx50 or Cx46, but altered the voltage gating and/or 

channel conductance in the paired Xenopus oocyte system or in transfected HeLa cells (48, 

223). Human Cx50-P88S mutant subunits failed to form functional gap junction channels; 

however, they acted as a dominant negative inhibitor to human WT Cx50 gap junction 

channels (151). Taken together, these mixed channels formed by the homomeric and/or 

heteromeric combination of wild-type and mutant Cx50 or Cx46 proteins displayed 

significantly altered gating properties and channel conductance, which may contribute to the 

variable expression of cataracts in the lens.
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D. Mutated Connexins Affect Trafficking and Trigger Stress Responses

Some of the mutations may result in misfolded proteins in the cell. These misfolded proteins 

probably accumulate in the ER or Golgi apparatus to induce stress responses. The 

Cx46fs380 mutant protein, which contains 87 aberrant amino acids in its COOH terminus 

and is 31 amino acids longer than WT Cx46, showed extensive colocalization with markers 

for ER and Golgi (145). However, expression of hCx50P88S resulted in cytosolic 

aggregates, which differed from aggresomes, in cultured cells (22). Ubiquitin-proteasome 

system is suggested to be involved in degradation of other connexin mutant proteins in non-

lens cells (101). Future studies will be needed to elucidate these stress signals in responding 

to misfolded proteins in the lens.
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Fig. 1. 
The nomenclature for the different types of intercellular channels that can form a gap 

junction. The gap junction comprises many closely packed cell-to-cell channels connecting 

the cytoplasm of adjacent cells. Each channel is formed by the docking of two 

hemichannels, or connexons, one in each of the two cells. Each hemichannel is composed of 

six subunit connexins. The connexin family of proteins includes many isoforms that can 

intermix to form hemichannels and intact channels, as shown in the figure.
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Fig. 2. 
The stages of development of the embryonic lens starting from formation of the surface 

ectoderm and leading to formation of the initial identifiable lens, which has only primary 

fibers. [From Francis et al. (65), with permission from Elsevier Science.]
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Fig. 3. 
The structure of the mature lens. A: a sketch of the cellular structure of the lens. As 

described in the text, the transport properties of lens cells differ in three zones. The 

epithelium, which caps the front of the lens, expresses most of the active transport proteins 

in the lens. The mature fibers, which contain no organelles, fill the majority of the volume of 

the lens. They express membrane transporters for nutrients and antioxidants that are needed 

for homeostasis. Between the epithelium and mature fibers are the differentiating fibers, 

which still have organelles, but have different membrane transporters than the epithelium. B: 
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the structure of the intracellular and extracellular compartments within the lens. When cut in 

cross-section (an equatorial section of the structure shown in A), the lens fibers are flattened 

hexagons of the approximate dimensions shown. The extracellular and intracellular 

compartments communicate through transporters in the fiber cell membranes.
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Fig. 4. 
The lens circulation. A: circulating currents enter the lens at both poles and exit at the 

equator. This panel indicates the overall pattern of current flow without regard to detail. B: a 

more detailed sketch of how the currents enter and exit the lens. The inward currents, which 

are carried by Na+, enter the lens along the extracellular spaces. The outward currents, 

which are also carried by Na+, are intracellular, flowing from cell to cell through gap 

junctions to reach the epithelium, where the Na+-K+ pumps transport the Na+ out of the lens 

to complete the current loops. The spatial separation of active Na+ extrusion from passive 

Na+ entry creates the circulation from surface to interior but does not explain the complex 

pattern. C: the factors responsible for the complex pattern of flow. Gap junction coupling 
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conductance is concentrated in the equatorial region of differentiating fibers (DF), thus 

directing the outward intracellular flow to the equatorial epithelial cells, where Na+-K+ 

pump expression per unit area of lens surface is highly concentrated to transport the Na+ out 

at the equator. [From Mathias et al. (130), with permission from Springer Science + 

Business Media.]
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Fig. 5. 
The coupling through local osmosis of the circulating flow of solute (jm) to a circulation of 

fluid (um). In this model, circulating Na+ current creates a circulation of solute that drives 

fluid to move in the same pattern. The complex pattern ensures the fluid is well stirred and 

can carry fresh nutrients and antioxidants into the lens along the extracellular spaces to the 

central fiber cells, which are too far from the lens surface for diffusion to be effective. Thus 

the avascular lens generates its own internal microcirculatory system. [From Mathias et al. 

(130), with permission from Springer Science + Business Media.]
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Fig. 6. 
The methodology of whole lens impedance studies. A: the positioning of microelectrodes 

within the lens to inject current (I) and measure the induced voltage (V). The voltage 

microelectrode is moved to different locations to determine the spatial distribution of 

transport properties such as gap junction coupling conductance. B: typical records of the 

input impedance (Rin) as a function of the sinusoidal frequency of the injected current. The 

data were recorded at four depths into the lens, starting at 12% of the distance into the lens 

from the surface (r/a = 0.88), and culminating at 45% of the distance into the lens from the 

surface, where a is the radius and r is the distance from the center of the lens. Note the high 

frequencies, the input impedance asymptotes to a frequency-independent series resistance, 

RS. As described in the text, RS is proportional to the resistance of all the gap junctions 

between the point of voltage recording and the lens surface.
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Fig. 7. 
A summary of the properties of gap junction coupling in DF. A: the effects of knockout of 

Cx46 or Cx50 on coupling conductance of DF. The conductance has been normalized to the 

average value of wild-type (WT) coupling in DF, which is typically ~ 1 S/cm2 of cell-to-cell 

contact, so the normalized values are close to actual values in those units. The reductions in 

conductance in Cx46+/− and Cx46−/− lenses are from Gong et al. (78). The reductions in 

conductance in Cx50+/− and Cx50−/− lenses are from Baldo et al. (8). The conclusion is 

that both Cx46 and Cx50 contribute to coupling of DF, and their contribution to the coupling 

conductance is about equal. B: immunostaining of connexins. The green labeling in a is for 

the inner loop of Cx46. The red labeling in b is for the COOH terminus of Cx50. The yellow 

labeling in c is an overlay of the two top panels and indicates both connexins are in the same 

plaques. The inner loop of Cx46 is not cleaved at the DF to MF transition, whereas the 

COOH terminus of Cx50 is cleaved, hence the green labeling persists into MF in d, whereas 

red staining does not. [From Gong et al. (78), copyright 1998 National Academy of Sciences 

USA.]
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Fig. 8. 
A summary of the properties of gap junction coupling conductance in the mature fibers 

(MF). A: the effects of knockout of Cx46 and Cx50 on MF coupling conductance. The 

conductances are normalized to the average value in the DF, which is ~1 S/cm2 of cell-to-

cell contact. The reductions in coupling conductance in the Cx46+/− and Cx46−/− lenses are 

from Gong et al. (78). The data from Cx50+/− lenses are from Baldo et al. (8). In the MF of 

WT lenses, the average coupling conductance is about half that of DF. Knocking out half of 

Cx46 (Cx46+/−) caused a 50% reduction in MF coupling conductance, whereas knocking 

out all of Cx46 (Cx46−/−) reduced coupling to zero. In contrast, knocking out half of Cx50 

(Cx50+/−) had no effect on MF coupling. In the Cx50−/− lenses, coupling decreased, but so 

did all transport parameters, suggesting indirect effects. The Cx50+/− lenses were perfectly 

healthy, but there was no effect on coupling, suggesting Cx50 does not contribute to MF 

coupling, consistent with the results from the Cx46+/− and Cx46−/− lenses. B: the effects of 

knockout (KO) and knock in (KI) of Cx46 on MF coupling conductance. The KO data are 

from Gong et al. (78). The KI data are from Martinez-Wittinghan et al. (127). The 

normalized MF coupling conductance is almost linearly proportional to the number of 

copies of Cx46 being expressed, suggesting Cx46 is the only functional connexin in the MF.
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Fig. 9. 
Gating of lens gap junction channels. A: gating of gap junctions in WT lenses. When current 

is injected into a central fiber cell and voltage recorded in DF, the series resistance (RS in 

Fig. 6B) increases dramatically and reversibly when the lens is superfused with CO2 

solution, indicating closure of DF gap junction channels. In contrast, when voltage is 

recorded in MF, the increase in series resistance is relatively small, indicating MF channels 

are not closing and the small increase is due to closure of DF channels. [From Martinez-

Wittingham et al. (127), with permission from the Association for Research in Vision and 

Ophthalmology.] B: gating of DF gap junction channels in WT and Cx50−/− lenses. KO of 

Cx50 reduces DF coupling conductance to about half its normal value, but the remaining 

Cx46 channels have lost most of their pH sensitivity. Because the KO lenses were in such 

poor condition, we thought the lack of gating might be an indirect effect, but this was ruled 

out by the data in C. [Redrawn from Baldo et al. (8).] C: gating of DF gap junction channels 

in WT and mefloquine-treated lenses. Mefloquine (MFQ) blocks gap junction coupling 

conductance in channels made from Cx50 but not Cx46. DF gap junction coupling 

conductance drops to about half its normal value over a period of ~ 1 h in MFQ, suggesting 

blockade of all Cx50 channels, leaving Cx46 channels to provide coupling. When the MFQ 

lenses are superfused with CO2-containing solution, there is no closure of the remaining 

Cx46 channels, whereas in the untreated lens, both Cx50 and Cx50 channels close. The 

MFQ-treated lens was perfectly healthy, so the small residual gating seen in Cx50−/− lenses 

is actually due to their poor health, and in a healthy lens Cx46 channels are totally 
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insensitive to pH. [From Martinez-Wittingham et al. (128), with permission from Springer 

Science + Business Media.]
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Fig. 10. 
A mode of cooperative gating to explain the data shown in Figure 9. [From Martinez-

Wittingham et al. (128), with permission from Springer Science + Business Media.]
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Fig. 11. 
The effects of KO or KI of lens connexins on transparency. The Cx46+/− or Cx50+/− lenses 

are indistinguishable from WT, so a WT lens is not shown. Surprisingly, the Cx50(46/50) 

heterozygous KI lens gets a significant central cataract, even though its coupling 

conductance is at least as great as that of the Cx46+/− or Cx50+/− lenses. The Cx46−/− lens 

gets a dense central cataract. The Cx50−/− lens has a mild central cataract but is undersized 

and in poor physical shape. The Cx50(46/46) lens is as transparent as WT lenses, but it is 

undersized. It appears Cx50 is necessary for normal growth.
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Fig. 12. 
The radial variation in resting voltage in WT and Cx46−/− lenses. In WT lenses, there is 

about a 10-mV gradient between the central and surface fiber cells, as the voltage is about 

−60 mV in the center and drops to −70 mV at the surface. This is associated with the 

circulating ionic currents described in Figure 4. In the Cx46−/− lens, MF coupling is lost so 

the current cannot circulate through the MF and the voltage becomes flat. However, because 

the MF are also isolated from the epithelial K+channels, the cells depolarize to voltage 

dependent on their Cl~ and Na+ conductances. [From Gong et al. (78), copyright 1998 

National Academy of Sciences USA.]
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Fig. 13. 
Calcium homeostasis in the lens and its relationship to gap junction coupling conductance. 

Ca2+ is expected to circulate between the surface epithelial cells where active transport takes 

place and the inner fiber cells where the passive leak takes place. Thus a center-to-surface 

concentration gradient should exist to drive diffusion, and that gradient should depend on 

fiber cell coupling conductance. [From Gao et al. (66), copyright 2004. Originally published 

in The Journal of General Physiology.]
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Fig. 14. 
Calcium concentration gradients measured with fura 2 in intact lenses from WT and Cx46 

KO and KI lenses. In WT lenses, there is a center-to-surface Ca2+ gradient of ~400 nM, as 

the concentration goes from 700 nM at the center to 300 nM at the surface. In the 

Cx50(46/46) KI lenses, the MF coupling conductance is doubled and the concentration 

gradient is halved, now being 200 nM, as the concentration goes from 500 nM at the center 

to 300 nM at the surface. In the Cx46−/− KO lenses, the lack of MF coupling blocks the 

egress pathway for Ca2+, so it accumulates without regulation in the MF. [From Gao et al. 

(66), copyright 2004. Originally published in The Journal of General Physiology.]
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Fig. 15. 
The effect on intracellular homeostasis of knocking out GPX-1, an enzyme that protects the 

lens against H2O2-mediated oxidative damage. All lenses were ~2 mo old. The smooth 

curves are from a structurally based model of the lens circulation. The only detectable defect 

in the GPX-1 KO lenses was that MF coupling conductance was on average half the value in 

WT lenses, so the expected effect is that the same circulation of Na+ or Ca2+ will require 

twice the center-to-surface concentration gradient. A: intracellular Na+ concentration 

gradients measured with SBFI in WT and GPX-1 KO lenses. In WT lenses, the Na+ 
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concentration gradient is ~10 mM, as the concentration goes from 17 mM at the center to 7 

mM at the surface. In the GPX-1 KO lenses, the gradient is ~22 mM, as the concentration 

goes from 33 mM at the center to 11 mM at the surface. B: intracellular Ca2+ concentration 

gradients measured with fura 2 in WT and GPX-1 KO lenses. In the WT lens, the gradient is 

~500 nM, as the concentration goes from 650 nM in the center to 150 nM at the surface. In 

the GPX-1 KO lenses, the gradient is ~850 nM, as the concentration goes from ~1,000 nM 

at the center to 150 nM at the surface. [From Wang et al. (204), with permission from 

Springer Science + Business Media.]
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Mathias et al. Page 58

TABLE 1

Connexin mutations in humans

Gene/Mutated Residue/Domain Phenotypes

Cx50/R23T/NH2 terminal Dominant/progressive congenital nuclear cataract (220)

Cx50/V44E/E1 loop Whole cataract with variable myopia microcornea (50)

Cx50/W45S/E1 loop Bilateral cataract (201)

Cx50/D47N/E1 loop Dominant nuclear pulverulent opacity, altered trafficking, a loss of function (7)

Cx50/D48K/E1 loop Dominant nuclear pulverulent opacity (20)

Cx50/G64V/E1 loop Dominant nuclear cataract (238)

Cx50/V79L/TM2 “Full moon” with Y-suture opacity (199)

Cx50/P88S/TM3 Zonular pulverulent cataract (182)

Cx50/P88Q/TM3 Lamellar pulverulent (7) or balloonlike cataracts (200)

Cx50/P189L/E2 loop Star-shaped nuclear opacity with a whitish core (88)

Cx50/R198Q/COOH terminal Posterior subcapsular cataract with variable myopia and microcornea (50)

Cx50/I274M/COOH terminal Zonular pulverulent cataract (162)

Cx50/S276F/COOH terminal Pulverulent nuclear cataract (227)

Cx50/255 frameshift/COOH terminal Recessive triangular cataract (175)

Cx50/203 frameshift/COOH terminal Recessive cataract (163)

Cx46/D3Y/NH2 terminal Dominant zonular pulverulent cataract (1)

Cx46/L11S/NH2 terminal Ant-eggs cataract (88)

Cx46/V28M/TM1 Varied cataracts (49)

Cx46/F32L/TM1 Dominant nuclear pulverulent opacity (97)

Cx46/R33M/TM1 Finely granular embryonic cataract (85)

Cx46/W45S/E1 loop Progress nuclear cataract (123)

Cx46/P59L/E1 loop Dominant nuclear punctuate cataract (19)

Cx46/N63S/E1 loop Dominant cataract (124)

Cx, connexin. Reference numbers are given in parentheses.
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TABLE 2

Connexin mutations in rodents

Gene/Mutated Residue/Domain Phenotypes

Mouse Cx50/G22R/NH2 terminal Dominant and ruptured lens (35)

Mouse Cx50/D47A/E1 loop Dominant nuclear cataract No2 (187)

Mouse Cx50/S50P/E1 loop Dominant cataract and microphthalmia (224)

Mouse Cx50/V64A/E1 loop Dominant cataract (81)

Mouse Cx50/null (knockout) Recessive nuclear cataract and microphthalmia

Mouse Cx46/null (knockout) Recessive nuclear cataract

Rat Cx50/L7Q/NH2 terminal Semi-dominant and microphthalmia (119)

Rat Cx50/R340W Semi-dominant cataract (226)

Rat Cx46/E42K/E1 loop Recessive nuclear cataract (231)

Cx, connexin. Reference numbers are given in parentheses.
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